INTERNATIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS CLI (IHSDC)

IHSDC 900: International Sustainable Development Projects Law Clinic
1-4 Credits/Maximum of 5

The International Sustainable Development Projects Law Clinic partners with university-sponsored medical, humanitarian engineering and social entrepreneurship programs, and with foreign entrepreneurs with sustainable business objectives. Students will evaluate legal issues, advise stakeholders, and solve obstacles to implementation of collaborators’ ventures in the developing world. Clinic students will help physicians, engineers and entrepreneurs bring ideas to fruition in an international, interdisciplinary setting, while improving the lives of people in communities at the base of the economic pyramid. Students earn 4 credits with the possibility of 1 additional credit for summer international travel and work. Visit the International Sustainable Development Projects Law Clinic website for more information.

Prerequisites: Faculty Approval Required

IHSDC 901: Advanced International Sustainable Development Projects Law Clinic
4 Credits/Maximum of 8

Students in the Advanced section of the Clinic will provide important continuity to longer-term Clinic projects. Advanced Clinic students will meet with and work with first semester Clinic students, with heightened expectations for leadership and more comprehensive research, analysis, and work product.

Prerequisites: IHSDC 900, Faculty Approval Required